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Replacing Place In Marketing-Mix Strategy 
For Hospitality Services 

by 
Peter Goffe 

Associate Professor 
School of Hospitality Management 

Florida International University 

In the conventional marketing mix, a focus on physical distribution han- 
dicaps the use of "place" in planning marketing strategy for hospitality serv- 
cies. To replace it, the article introduces a new group of variables called 
"performance," which focus instead on availability and accessibility. The 
authordoes not intend to offerdetailed descriptions of specific variables 
but rather to suggest associations and relationships among issues and o p  
tions in marketing hospitality services that may not previously have been 
recognized, and to address thediverse segments of the hospitality services 
industry in general, including lodging, food, beverage, private club, 
cruiseship, and travel-destination services. 

All marketers have awide variety of options available to them in their 
effort to influence demand for their product. Modern marketing theory 
classifies these variables into four groups - product, price, promotion, 
and place - collectively referred to as the marketing mix. 

The literature on hospitality services marketing has always had a pro- 
blem in trying to come to terms with this marketing-mix classification. 
Much of this confusion derived from the earlier belief that services were 
not products. Reneghan expresses this frustration clearly by rejecting 
the classification outright and proposing an entirely new 0ne.l 

This proverbial "baby-and-bath-water" cure is unnecessary and 
counter-effective. Yet even with the acceptance today that "the concept 
of product is not limited to physical  object^,"^ the traditional 
marketing mix as commonly presented remains for planning hospitali- 
ty  services marketing strategy. 

The flaw in applying the conventional marketing mix to hospitality 
services is not with product but place. Place is traditionally treated by 
the literature as centering on the issue of distribution. This is typically 
presented as the problem of physically moving the product from the prcl 
ducer when and to where the consumer desires. 

Kotler defines adistribution channel as "the set of firms andindividuals 
that take title, or assist in transferring title, to the particular good or ser- 
vice as it moves from the producer to the consumer."3 McCarthy 
defines place variables as "concerned with getting the right product to 
the target market.. . Goods and services move to consumers through chan- 
nels of di~tribution."~ 

To the extent that it is influenced by target customers' preferences, 
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the sitelocation decision for hospitality service organizations can be con- 
sidered as having physical-distribution aspects involving the producer 
"moving" to where the customer is or wants to be. 

However, the hospitality service product itself cannot,be moved. I t  
is not a physical object, but intangible and experiential. I t  cannot be pro- 
duced in advance of consumption nor can it be stored. I t  is an act done 
to and for others that fully exists only while and where it is being 
experienced. 

Defining place only in terms of physical distribution is inapplicable 
to services in general. The services marketing literature recognizes the 
problem but seems to admit defeat in dealing with it. In a survey of ser- 
vice firms, George and Barksdale drew meaningful conclusions regar- 
ding marketing practices for all components of the marketing mix ex- 
cept place, pleading "definitional problems."5 Hospitality services 
share this problem. As aresult, its marketers continue to encounter dif- 
ficulty in exploiting the full value of the marketing-mix concept in 
marketing-strategy planning. 

Because the processes of production and consumption of hospitality 
services are simultaneous and mutually inseparable, hospitality service 
organizations are at once producers and retailers. Their distribution deci- 
sions are governed by this dual role. 

To maximize the potential contribution of place variables in hospitality 
services marketing strategy, a broader, non-traditional interpretation 
is necessary, one which takes into account the intangibility and in- 
separability characteristics inherent in the product. Such a revised in- 
terpretation would help to improve marketing-strategy planning for 
hospitality services by organizing and classifying available opportunities 
for action that may previously have been missed or not thoroughly 
explored. 

Variables Extend Beyond Site 
The location of the productionlconsumption site is a vital decision in 

hospitality services. However, hospitality service companies face a 
number of other distribution-related decisions that extend considerably 
beyond site location. Their challenge is not to move their product to target 
customers. Instead, it is to create opportunities for target customers, 
given the intangibility and inseparability of hospitality services, to pur- 
chase and consume the product where and when they want to. These con- 
ditions are essential prerequisites that enable providers of hospitality 
services to perform exchange transactions with target customers. 

This emphasis on target customers' desires is critical. They provide 
the focus for all distribution decisions marketers must make. No other 
factor is as important, and what nontarget customers may prefer is ir- 
relevant. In fact, marketers of some hospitality services may purpose 
ly practice dismarketing - a strategy deliberately designed to dissatisfy 
or destroy demand among undesirable markets. 

For example, many private clubs choose purposely to exclude poten- 
tial customers they identify as undesirable on the grounds that it is what 
their target customers want. Marketers of these types of hospitality ser- 
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vice may seek to restrict accessibility and availability for undesirable 
potential customers while working to increase exchange opportunities 
with target customers. 

Marketers work to create these opportunities through various 
specialized decisions dealing with the location and timing of purchase 
and consumption opportunities. Because these factors determine 
whether exchange transactions between producer and target customer 
can ultimately be performed, they can be categorized as performance 
variables. Performance represents all decisions and activities intended 
to make the product accessible and available for purchase and consump- 
tion by target customers where and when they want. 

Table 1 summarizes the variables included under performance. The 
focus of thesevariables is not physical distribution but accessibility and 
availability. Certain traditional place variables, such as location and 
market-coverage decisions, are grouped with aspects of hospitality ser- 
vices not previously treated as part of the traditional marketing mix, 
such as regulating the timing of demand and productive capacity. 

Table 1 
Performance Variables 

Accessibility Decisions Availability Decisions 
Location of access points Demand controls 

-on-site -stimulation strategies 
-off-site -scheduling strategies 

Types of access points 
-direct 
-indirect 

Distribution of access points 
-total 
-concentrated 
-selective 

Middlemen relations 
-form, terms and conditions 

of relationship 

Capacity controls 
-labor management 
-facilities management 

In their efforts to influence demand for their services, in addition to 
product, price, and promotion variables, marketers of hospitality ser- 
vices must also analyze, plan, act on, and control performance variables. 
To do this, they face the decision issues mentioned above: location of ac- 
cess points and timing of availability for both purchase and consumption. 

A product's valueis realizable to target customers only if they canpur- 
chase or consume it where they want. Their dual producertretailer role 
requires that marketers of hospitality services create purchase and con- 
sumption place utility for target consumers by deciding where the pro 
duct can be bought or consumed. This is the issue of managing product 
accessibility. 
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Customers must also be able to purchase or consume the product when 
they desire if they are to realizeits value to them. Again, because of their 
dual role, marketers of hospitality services must create both purchase 
and consumption time utility for target customers. This is the issue of 
managing product availability. 

Although for hospitality services in general the twoissues are of equal 
importance, availability decisions will be studied before accessibility deci- 
sions because availability is focusedinterndy within the organization. 

Availability Decisions Are Key To Marketing 
The major timing decision marketers face is how to make their pro- 

duct available for purchase and consumption by customers when and 
in the quantity customers want. The availability of hospitality services 
is determined by the relationship between the level of demand and the 
level of productive capacity. Faced with the limitation of being able to 
sell only as much as can simultaneously be consumed, marketers of 
hospitality services are particularly sensitive to this relationship. 

Inefficient management of this relationship can result in high costs. 
The higher demand is than capacity, the less product will be available 
than can potentially be sold and the higher the cost in lost potential sales. 
The lower demand is than capacity, the more product will be available 
thancan be sold and thehigher the producer's costs of unused capacity. 
If profits are to be maximized, ways must be found to limit or avoid ex- 
cesses and shortages of demand and productive capacity. 

The objective of managingproduct availability is to maximize profits 
by matching demand and productive capacity.6 This is particularly 
urgent for hospitality services where the benefits areimmediate and the 
customer's physical presence is req~ired.~ There are two problems to 
resolve in achieving this objective: stabilizing fluctuating demand and 
developing variable productive capacity. 

Stabilizing fluctuating demand. Arecent survey found that, of those 
problems identified, fluctuation in demand was considered by managers 
of service firms to be their "most  troublesome."^ Insuring product 
availability is a major problem for hospitality services that experience 
fluctuating short-term demand. 

The degree of short-term demand fluctuation is greater for some 
hospitality services than for others. For example, most institutional food 
servers experience relatively steady demand for their product. On the 
other hand, marketers of private clubs typically enjoy minimal or even 
nonexistent demand fluctuation. But most hotels, restaurants, and bars 
face a significant and ongoing marketing problem of managing demand 
fluctuations profitably. 

Various strategies are used for stabilizing demand. They may be 
categorized as stimulation or scheduling strategies. Stimulation 
strategies seek to cultivate and increase demand in current or new 
markets. They use advertising, personal selling, sales promotion or 
publicity techniques. Scheduling strategies regulate the time pattern 
of existing demand, the primary such strategy used in reservation 
systems. 
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Reservation systems are widely used in hospitality services such as 
hotels, restaurants, and cruise ships. Product availability is managed 
by controlling the number of consumption commitments accepted for 
future time periods. Demand levels may be stabilized by varying pro- 
duct availability and the amount of reservations accepted over different 
periods. Marketers must decide on reservation service objectives and 
establish reservations policies and procedures. 

Developing variable capacity. For marketers of hospitality services 
that experience highly fluctuating demand, the more short-term produc- 
tive capacity is fixed, the less the opportunity to maximize profits. 
Strategies must be developed to allow productive capacity to be geared 
up or down in immediate response to demand. Producers develop variable 
capacity through the management of personnel and physical facilities. 
Personnel strategies seek to keep labor productivity levels variable by 
controlling the number, scheduling, and utilization of employees. Some 
examples include using part-time staff, overtime and shift scheduling, 
and include employees skilled in doing different tasks. 

Physical facilities can be expanded or contracted through the use of 
variable space, shared facilities, or mechanization. Examples include hav- 
ing buildings in sections that can be operated independently, rooms with 
moveable partition walls, expandable tables, roll-away beds, dining areas 
served by a common kitchen, and high-volume or high-speed equipment. 

Accessibility Is Important 
Marketers of hospitality services must provide customers with access 

to purchase (or commit to purchase) and consume their product. They 
themselves seek physical access to customers, often through the same 
location, for personal-selling activities, such as prospecting and quali- 
fying, disseminating product information, and negotiating and consum- 
mating sales. The main decision issues concerning purchase and con- 
sumption accessibility are the location, types, and distribution of access 
points. 

Location Of access points. Marketers of hospitality services influence 
the accessibility of their product to target customers by their choice of site 
location. 

As the site itself is so often an integral part of the particular product 
experience, it has a dual function in the marketing mix for hospitality 
services. While the sitelocation decision is included under product as it 
relates to the experience, here it must be simultaneously included under 
performance as it relates to accessibility. As Donnelly points out, "making 
services available is often a product development as well as a distribution 
problem. ''g 

Inseparability means that the location decision is at once for both 
production and consumption. The site can conveniently be described as 
the operations site, and it exists wherever the consumer is provided with 
hospitality services. This includes any site chosen by a consumer as the 
site of catered or delivered food service. 

Purchase and consumption access may be provided at the same or 
separate locations. On-site access offers customers the opportunity to 
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purchase the product where they consume it. This is typical for most 
hospitality services. Since production of hospitality services is always 
finished on-site, off-site access can be provided only for purchase, not 
consumption. In either case, purchase and consumption access may be 
provided by the hospitality service organization itself, through others or 
both. 

Some hospitality services may not be made available for purchase where 
they are consumed. Instead, they may have to be bought off-site through 
a middleman. For example, vacation cruises typically cannot be bought 
on a cruise ship but must be purchased through an intermediary such as 
a travel agent. 

Decisions regarding on- and off-site purchase and consumption access 
are influenced by considerations of where target consumers prefer to 
perform each activity, as well as by company resources and established 
industry practice. 

While with few exceptions hospitality service producers are not concerned 
with moving their product to target customers, they are concerned with 
the reverse movement: whether and how consumers can and are willing 
to come to them.lO As part of the location decision, marketers of 
hospitality services have to evaluate the attraction strength of the site in 
motivating target consumers to make the effort to deliver themselves there. 
They also have to insure the availability of means for target consumers 
physically to get to the site. 

Consumer transportation is an important accessibility factor in 
hospitality services. Consumer transportation intermediaries play ama- 
jor role in making hospitality services physically accessible for consump 
tion by target customers. These include airline, bus, train, taxi, motor- 
coach, and auto rental firms. While marketers of hospitality services 
typically play little or no role in customers' choice of transportation mode 
or carrier, their ability to attract and satisfy target customers may be 
significantly affected by consumer transportation factors. 

In making their sitelocation decision, hospitality service organizations 
must consider the availability, cost, scheduled frequency, and capacity 
of these intermediaries. Consumer transportation intermediaries can also 
be valuable to producers in providing cooperative marketing 
opportunities. 

As part of the benefit they provide their customers, marketers of some 
highly customized hospitality services, such as off-premise catering, in- 
stitutional food service, and delivery-only food service, may choose to 
allow customers to make the operations-location decision and provide 
the site themselves. However, this discussion is limited to those hospitali- 
ty service organizations that typically require customers to come to and 
consume their product at a fixed site provided by the producer. 

Types of access points. Marketers of hospitality services may use 
any of three different types of access channel. The company may operate 
its own (direct channels), use independent agent middlemen (indirect 
channels), or use a mix of both at the same time (dual channels). 
Direct Access Provides Control 

The implications of inseparability and simultaneity of production and 
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consumption make it particularly effective to allow customers to pur- 
chase most hospitality services direct from producers and for producers 
to sell directly to target customers. Direct channels also provide 
marketers with the advantages of control and direct customer contact. 
However, marketers of some hospitality services, for example, cruise lines 
and destination tourism organizations, may not provide any direct pur- 
chase opportunities or do any direct selling. 

There are two types of direct access points: company consumption 
point and field reservations and sales office. 

Company consumption point. A company consumption point is 
distinguished from one operated by certain types of middlemen. 
Although the consumption point offers an opportunity for direct per- 
sonal selling to captive customers in the act of consumption, it is often 
under-utilized. Personal selling of hospitality service during consump- 
tion may be intended to increase current consumption, generate repeat 
purchase in the future, or stimulate referral. I t  is the most economical 
direct access point for personal selling and the most persuasive. 

Field reservations and sales office. Hospitality service companies 
may choose to maintain their own field reservations and sales offices away 
from the operations site where customers can purchase or commit to pur- 
chase the product and from where they can actively sell to customers. 

Many of the decision issues associated with a company establishing 
and managing its own field sales force are the same for middlemen. For 
both, marketers must decide on what is expected of them, the types and 
how many to use, their compensation strategy, and their selection, 
motivation, and evaluation methods. 

Whether they apply to a company sales force or middlemen, these deci- 
sions directly affect the purchase accessibility of hospitality services and 
should properly be included under performance. However, this discus- 
sion is limited to only those decisions that apply to middlemen. 

Middlemen Provide Specialized Expertise 
Indirect channels allow marketers to benefit from the scale of opera- 

tion, specialized expertise, and the superior efficiency and effectiveness 
of middlemen in making their product available and accessible and in 
doing personal selling to widely dispersed target customers. 

Cruise lines and destination tourism organizations often use indirect 
channels exclusively. On the other hand, middlemen may play little or 
no purchase or sellingrole in other hospitality services, such as indepen- 
dent restaurants. 

A decision to use middlemen as purchase points and personal-selling 
outlets in turn requires a number of consequent decisions concerning the 
management of middlemen relations. Marketers of hospitality services 
use two main types of middlemen to provide customers with purchase 
access: agent middlemen and franchise middlemen. 

Agent Middlemen. There are two major types of agent middlemen: 
travel agents and contract agents. The first, travel agents, accounts for 
the largest single group of agent middlemen. There are two basic levels 
of travel agent: wholesale and retail, differentiated by their principal 
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market. Wholesale travel agents derive their revenues primarily from 
the sale of travel and hospitality services to retail travel agents. They 
include tour operators, tour packagers, and tour wholesalers. 

Retail travel agents derive their largest sales volume from organiza- 
tion markets and ultimate consumers. They buy travel and hospitality 
services on behalf of their customers directly from producers or from 
wholesalers. They are also called travel retailers or travel agents. With 
their scale of operation and extensive retailer relationships, wholesalers 
are efficient and effective intermediary suppliers of hospitality services 
to retailers. They help producers provide scatteredretailers with achoice 
of purchase sources. Wholesalers also perform a valuable assorting and 
selling function for producers by combining different travel, hospitali- 
ty, and related services into packages that appeal to target customers, 
and making these packaged services available to customers through 
retailers. 

Marketers using both levels of agent middlemen are usually sensitive 
to their relative status and careful to avoid arousing conflict between 
them. One way of doing this is by making sure pricing, payment, and 
commission policies are different for wholesalers than retailers. 

Second, marketers of hospitality services may choose to enter into for- 
mal agreements with contract agents and brokers to sell to customers 
and provide them with purchase access. These include general sales 
agents, representation firms, and independent reservations service com- 
panies. General sales agents and reservations companies provide 
hospitality marketers with more specialized services than representa- 
tion firms, some of which offer arange of marketinginformation and com- 
munications services. l1 

Franchise Middlemen. One of the most widespread indirect access 
channels in hospitality services is the franchise system, particularly well- 
established in lodging services and in some types of food service. A fran- 
chise system is a contractual retailing organization in which a franchise 
marketer licenses independent middlemen as its franchisees to own and 
operate consumption points for its unique hospitality service concept. 
This makes it possible to have indirect consumption points. 

Franchise middlemen differ from other middlemen in two principal 
respects: They compensate the franchisor while other middlemen are 
compensated by producers, and, again unlike other middlemen, they are 
involvedin the production of hospitality services according to the fran- 
chisor's specifications. 

Dual Access Means Cooperation 
Dual channels can cause conflict when a producer actively sells in the 

same markets as its middlemen. But it is an accepted strategy for many 
hospitality services, especially commercial lodging services.12 Where 
dual channels are used in distributing purchase access, the relationship 
between producers and middlemen is mutually complementary and 
characterized more by cooperation than conflict. 

With dual channels, there can be varying degrees of competition 
horizontdly among middlemen and vertically between middlemen and 
direct channels. Some middlemen may develop the market power to direct 
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significant sales volume away from particular producers.13 The 
awareness of this threat makes marketers using dual channels careful 
to protect the interests of middlemen and avoid decisions that might an- 
tagonize them. 

Distribution Decisions Vary Widely 
Marketers of hospitality services have to decide on how widely to 

distribute purchase and consumption access points over the market area. 
This applies to all types of direct andindirect access channels, including 
consumption sites, field reservations and sales offices, and agent and fran- 
chise middlemen. 

Some marketers may face a distribution decision for a relatively stan- 
dardizedproduct under one brand at multiple outlets. Others may offer 
different products under multiple brands at multiple locations. The choice 
of distribution alternative varies with the type of hospitality service. 
Marketers can choose any of three degrees of market coverage: total, con- 
centrated, and selective distribution. 

Total distribution. Some marketers may decide to seek the widest 
possible coverage of the entire market by providing as many access points 
as possible without any particular preference. This strategy has the ad- 
vantage of maximizing market exposure and customer convenience and 
eliminating the task of evaluating and selecting from alternative access 
points. 

Pursuing total distribution can be costly. Total distribution through 
direct channels is prohibitively expensive for most marketers. I t  is more 
than likely also to represent a relatively inefficient use of company 
resources, given the availability of indirect channels. 

Indirect total distribution can also be costly where the available mid- 
dlemen are plentiful, widely dispersed and mostly small-volume sellers. 
I t  may also fail to differentiate among middlemen according to poten- 
tial or productivity and so offer no opportunity to give or gain preferen- 
tial treatment or stimulate more than average effort. 

Total distribution may be most feasible using dual channels. Because 
of higher cost, direct access may be used where customers are fewer and 
geographically concentrated and each spends more. Indirect access can 
then be used to reach and provide purchase points for all other customers 
who are too numerous, widely-scattered, and diverse in their buying 
behavior for direct access to satisfy as efficiently or as well. 

Many lodging service firms follow an access distribution strategy of 
pursuing total market coverage through this use of dual channels. They 
assign the company sales force to reach and retrieve business for organiza- 
tion markets and rely on agent middlemen to do the same for them for 
individual consumers buying for their own personal benefit. 

Concentrated distribution. A concentrated distribution strategy 
carries out selling activity and offers the product for purchase only at 
one access point. Of the three strategies, concentrated distribution of- 
fers the least market exposure and customer convenience, but is the least 
costly and allows the most control. 

Direct concentrated distribution of hospitality services is widespread. 
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nel may be specialized for use in particular markets. 
Some franchise middlemen have complained that, under dual selec- 

tive distribution, the franchisor reserves the best consumption locations 
for its own outlets while they get only the marginal sites. Franchisees 
also complain that franchisors often try to take over a successful fran- 
chise middleman's outlet by terminating or refusing to renew his fran- 
chise agreement. 

Management Policies Required For Middlemen 
Marketers of hospitality services who elect to use middlemen must 

establish management policies according to the type of middleman. They 
must define the form, terms, and conditions of the relationship and 
develop marketing strategies targeted at middlemen. 

Relationships with middlemen may be voluntary or contractual. Those 
with contract agents and franchise middlemen are always carefully spell- 
ed out in a formal, written agreement. Those with wholesale travel agents 
are often contractual, while representation of a producer in a sale by retail 
travel agents is generally voluntary. 

The terms and conditions of the relationship may cover a wide range 
of elements that vary with the type of middleman and the kind of 
hospitality service. Some of the elements requiring definition may in- 
clude price policies, reservations-handling procedures, compensation 
policies, payment and credit terms, territorial definitions, and mutual 
responsibilities. 

Certain elements will be more important to some middlemen than 
others. From hotels and cruise lines, for example, wholesale travel agents 
will often want blocs of reserved space, discount and net rates, and com- 
missions sufficiently above what retailers get. Both wholesale and retail 
agents will want assurance of guaranteed reservations and acceptance 
of their credit vouchers. Only contract agents and franchise middlemen 
may require decisions establishing their territorial rights. 

Compensation policies areimportant to all middlemen, but components 
vary with each. For travel agents, the standard is commissions alone. 
For contract agents, compensation may be based on straight commis- 
sion, a flat fee, or some combination of both.14 

Franchisors' compensation from franchise middlemen can be made 
up of multiple different components. These may include an initial invest- 
ment fee, royalty fees, rental and leasing fees, and a percentage of pro- 
fits.15 

Marketers of hospitality services who use indirect access channels need 
to approach middlemen as a distinct target market. They must know 
how to choose which middlemen to work with and service. Marketers 
also need to be able to attract desired middlemen to do business with 
them. 

Selecting middlemen. All available middlemenmay not be subject 
to being chosen. Marketers of some hospitality services have little 
freedom to choose which or how many agent middlemen will sell and pro- 
vide access to purchase their product. This is especially true for lodging 
services and retail travel agents. 
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Lodging establishments traditionally accept purchase commitments 
from any intermediary legitimately acting on behalf of a customer. Strict- 
ly speaking, according to this practice, any agent middleman may buy 
and sell any lodging service without first having to obtain the service 
provider's permission. 

However, it is up to marketers to decide which agents to compensate. 
So, while all agent middlemen may be free to facilitate buying on behalf 
of customers, marketers are themselves free to choose which agents to 
pay commission to facilitate selling on their behalf. Some hotel marketers 
choose to pay minimal or even no commissions to any travel agent, much 
the way it was in the early 1940s.16 

Marketers are also free to select which agent middlemen to approve 
for preferentialreservations, rates, credit, commissions, or cooperative 
marketing efforts. Wholesalers and retailers may be classified according 
to the assortment of hospitality services sold, pricelquality image, target 
market, location, ownership, and brand sponsorship. 

Careful selection is essential when enteringinto formal contracts with 
middlemen. Marketers of some lodging services need to be cautious in 
choosing which wholesale travel agents they agree to give preferred terms 
and conditions, particularly where this concerns granting discount rates 
and blocs of rooms reserved for the exclusive use of specific wholesalers 
over a period of time. 

Selection of contract agents and franchise middlemen is usually given 
especially close attention. Franchise middlemen are evaluated on fac- 
tors such as location, financial stability, and future potential. In addi- 
tion to these criteria, contract agents can be evaluated on assortment 
of hospitality services sold, pricelquality image, type of clientele, reputa- 
tion, length of time in the business, size and quality of reservations, and 
sales staff and cooperativeness. 

Once middlemen have been selected and given preferred status, their 
performance must be monitored and evaluated periodically to determine 
their continuedeligibility to be among those chosen. Performance stan- 
dards must be established and middlemen ranked according to how they 
measure up against them. Positive and negative variances can then be 
clearly isolated and effective action focused on maintaining or increas- 
ing performance where needed. Unfortunately, many marketers make 
little or no effort in this area. Often, they fail to track the production of 
any indirect source of business. 

Servicing middlemen. Marketers of hospitality services are in- 
terested in securing active, continuing support from their middlemen. 
To achieve this, it is not enough to choose middlemen carefully and 
establish efficient management policies. These must be supplemented 
by deliberately planned middlemen service programs that treat mid- 
dlemen as marketing allies. 

Some marketers of hospitality services are ineffective in forging close 
partnerships with middlemen. One reason is that they often take mid- 
dlemen for granted and see no reason to make any extra effort to appeal 
to them. Another reason is that, even where middlemen are seen as wor- 
thwhile targets for special marketing efforts, such efforts are thoughtless- 
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ly thrown together at the last moment rather than being carefully 
planned. 

Servicing middlemen effectively must begin with recognizing them 
as a market of independent people motivated first by the particular goals, 
problems, needs, and wants of their own firms. They are primarily in- 
terested in satisfying their customers rather than in theneeds and wants 
of their suppliers and frequently negotiate with suppliers more as adver- 
saries than as allies. 

Middlemen service programs areintended to turn this attitude around. 
Working from the middleman's entrepreneurial perspective, they 
recognize middlemen as a separate target market and approach mid- 
dlemen's goals and objectives as an opportunity to develop a preferred 
alliance with them. Tactics to keep middlemen continuously wellinform- 
ed and motivated include advertising, personal selling, publicity, and 
sales promotion techniques. 

Direct mail and industry publications are the primary advertising 
mediaused. Marketers may dedicate a sales force to communicate with 
and serve the interests of middlemen. Sales-promotion devices for mid- 
dlemen include faster commission payment, override commissions, 
premiums, bonuses, cooperative advertising offers, contests, 
sweepstakes and games, packages, point-of-sale materials, specialty 
advertising, push money, and complimentary product-familiarization 
offers. 

Attracting middlemen. Middlemen alsochoose whose services they 
will sell. Marketers may need to be concerned with making themselves 
attractive to desired middlemen. Franchise marketers are especially in- 
terested in attracting qualified franchise middlemen. Attracting such 
individuals includes and goes beyond the terms and conditions of the 
relationship and middlemen service programs. Franchise marketers also 
need to measure up favorably against some of the same evaluative criteria 
non-franchise marketers use to pick agent middlemen, such as reputa- 
tion, length of time in the business, financial stability, and growth 
potential. 

The variables traditionally classified under place in the marketing mix 
typically fail to provide much guidance or direction in planning marketing 
strategy for hospitality services. This is because they focus on theissue 
of physical distribution. While site location is an important factor in the 
distribution decision for hospitality services, given the constraints of 
intangibility and inseparability, the real distribution challenge is to create 
opportunities for target customers to purchase and consume the services 
where and when they want. The focus of this challenge is not physical 
distribution but accessibility and availability. 

This involves the issues of location and timing of purchase and con- 
sumption opportunities. Since they determine whether exchange tran- 
sactions can be performed, these issues are better categorized under per- 
formance than place in the hospitality-services marketing mix. Perfor- 
mance represents all decisions and activities intended to make the pro- 
duct accessible and available for purchase and consumption by target 
customers where and when they want. 
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Availability decisions seek to manage the relationship between demand 
and productive capacity levels. Accessibility decisions concern the loca- 
tion, types, and distribution of access points for purchase and consump 
tion. Marketers who elect touse middlemen as purchase points and per- 
sonal selling channels must devise strategies for managing middlemen 
relations. They must define the form, terms, and conditions of the rela- 
tionship and decide how to select, service, and attract middlemen. 
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